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SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FROM BIDDERS FOR
TENDER NO SAQA 0001/20 IT
Bidder’s Question

No
1

Good Morning Mr Benedict Tefu,

SAQA’s Response

1. SAQA will appoint the service provider who fully meets
the specifications and all the stipulated requirements.

I sincerely hope you can assist me, we specialise in a Print Management
Solution, we have a good number of reference sites that is using our local
developed product. We would like to know if you would consider us for
that portion of the tender only and not for the Supply, deliver, install,
commission, maintain and support an Output-Based Office Automation
Solution, including the trade-in of 36 existing photocopy machines, to the
South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA).
Your response would be greatly appreciated.
We will provide a solution that will cover the below requirements and
support it for the duration of the contract for your environment.
A managed printing software solution that:
i)

Optimises and streamlines the printing environment: All-in-one
solution for full control and management of all printers and MFP
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functions, including copying, printing, emailing, faxing and
scanning.
ii) Print jobs should FOLLOW the user to their choice of an output device.
iii) The users should identify themselves at the printer before print jobs are
released and printed.
iv) Should integrate with organisation’s existing identification (ID)
technology to increase security and convenience.
v) Has full accounting and cost recovery: Track and accounts for every
page printed.
vi) Has on-screen user authentication and function control via the MFP
front panel.
vii) Has remote, web-based administration interface to simplified IT
support.
viii) Reduce costs by restricting users ‘access to printers and MFP’s to
enforce money-saving policies, such as black-and-white vs. colour, duplex
vs. simplex.
Automatically re-directs print jobs to the appropriate output device based
on user conditions, such as paper size and tray-mapping.
x) That has a further capability. For instance:
a) Who can email?
b) How many pages they can print?
c) Who can print colour?
d) When they can print (specific times)?
e) Different applications they can print?

2

Kind Regards,
Good Morning
Who do I contact for tender documents?



The tender documents can be obtained from the
SAQA website www.saqa.co.za under the
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procurement/ tender advertised and the National
Treasury E-tender portal.
The tender document was sent to all the service
providers who requested them via email.
3

Good morning Benedict,
Subsequent to the on-line tender briefing session on Friday 25th September, and relating
to matters raised by some of the attendees, I would be pleased to receive your replies
to my requests for clarification. I shall peruse the response to be published on October
2nd 2020 on the SAQA webpages.
 All equipment is to be new – bids with used or refurbished devices will be
disqualified
 Devices listed in SBD 3.1 are guidelines and the final model mix will be agreed
upon following end user specific requirement determination and due diligence
performed by the service provider based on SAQA’s current space and set up.
 80gm² white A4 paper is to be included in the click charge
 SAQA will provide an on-site store for consumables & paper
Kind regards,

3. Responses:


Yes, this is the new tender and SAQA requires new
equipment with the latest and the best technology.
The bidder who will propose based on refurbished or
used devices will not be considered.



Yes, the due diligence will be performed by the
service provider and the conclusion will be reached
with the recommended service provider during the
contractual stage.



Yes as per page 5 of the tender document as
follows:
c) The output-based agreement value must include the
cost of paper, ink and cartridges which should be stored
or be made available to SAQA premises and be
replenished as and when required to ensure that there is
sufficient paper at all times.
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Therefore the click charge amount should cover the
above.


Yes, SAQA will provide an on-site store for
consumables but will not take responsibility for the
management of consumables.
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Dear Mr Tefu
Please advise location of all these machines.

4. The machines are located at SAQA House, 1067
Arcadia Street, Hatfield, 0028.

May you also confirm that your looking for 42 machines to replace 36 machines.
Regards

The due diligence will be performed by the recommended
service provider and the final numbers will be agreed
during the contractual stage.
5

Hi Benedict

5. SAQA is looking for an Output-based solution not renting

I hope my mail finds you well

option as there will be no minimum billings and monthly

Because you are renting the machines not buying, does it matter if its Brand New,
or you can look at the option for Refurbished machines?

rental costs.
This is the new tender and SAQA requires new equipment

Thank you

with the latest and the best technology. The bidder who will

Kind regards

propose based on refurbished or used devices will not be
considered.
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Good afternoon Benedict,

SAQA’s Response

6. Responses:

Thank you and your team for affording me the time to walk through your site and take
notes. Please see the below questions as discussed:
1. What is the current book value on the equipment you are looking to trade in, is
it fully depreciated?

1. The service providers are allowed to perform the
valuation of machines and provide SAQA with the trade-in
values.

2. Are you willing to consider other options besides trade in of the existing
equipment (this can be done through a CSR project with the equipment being
donated with big tax rebate benefits)?

2. Following is the mandatory requirement as per page 7 of
the tender document and it will not be relaxed:


Provide a valid and legitimate quotation-offer for the 36
machines to be traded-in.

3. Would you prefer that we propose based on the volume you have given us or
for a “like for like” solution using the device mix currently deployed by Nashua?

3 The proposal should be based on the estimated volumes
for evaluation purposes only. The current machines are
owned by SAQA not Nashua and the proposal cannot be
based on old machines as SAQA is looking for new
equipment with the latest technology.
3.b. The service provider will not be allowed to deploy any

3.b. Please note that if we are to give you a solution which is more fit for
software or given access to SAQA’s IT infrastructure before
purpose after the changes of COVID-19, we would like to deploy Xda onto your
print server to allow us to have an understanding of the change in monthly
volumes (Xda is easily deployed within 5-10mins and would need someone from
your IT support to facilitate). Please see attached information on Xda – it is a
non-invasive software programme which gives us JIT information about usage.
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the contract is concluded. The monthly estimated volumes
should be used for evaluation purposes only.
4. Are there any finishers needed on the equipment (booklets, envelopes, staplers,
etc.)
5. What is the reason for SAQA purchasing Samsung/HP devices outright for use (2
x M4070FX & 1 x Laserjet Pro M501)?

4. As per the tender document pricing schedule.
5. All the machines were procured by SAQA outright and
this tender is not based on desktop printers hence they are
not included in the tender document as a requirement.

5.b. Are these devices on an SLA and why are they not included in the existing
list given? These desktop, USB connected devices could pose a security risk in terms of
POPI plus they are more difficult to budget for.

6. Is there a continued need for the production sized device placed in facilities
(PRO907FX)? Is the need, if any, based on volume or functionality?
I look forward to your responses and keep well in the interim.

5b.The reasons for the purchase of the desktop printers
and allocation are in line with the POPI Act.
6. The production multifunction printer is one of the
requirements as per the tender document and the due
diligence will be performed by the recommended service
provider and be agreed during the contractual stage.

Regards,
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Approval of Bid responses:

Signature:…………………………………………..
Jeremy Thomas
Name:………………………………………………..
30 September 2020
Date:…………………………………………………
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